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User manual for the Petromax Fire Bridge frk1
Thank you for choosing the Petromax Fire Bridge. We are convinced that you will be delighted with the
great features your Fire Bridge has to offer. The Fire Bridge is a versatile cooking station that perfectly
combines the fun of outdoor cooking with the fascination of fire.

Important instructions
Please read this user manual carefully before using the Petromax Fire Bridge for the first time.
Follow the safety instructions and keep this user manual for future reference. If another person
is using the product, please provide this user manual.

Product description
The Fire Bridge made of coated steel is a stable outdoor kitchen based on four support legs and, thanks to
the eyelet construction and long crossbar, provides perfect conditions for cooking in the open air. Three
hooks of different length allow you to suspend your cast-iron cookware, kettles and percolators and to
prepare dishes and beverages directly over the fire. With the provided grilling grate, you can grill meat,
vegetables and more and also place Dutch Oven and Co. as well as prepared dishes on top to keep
them warm. Thereby, you can cook entire campfire menus for many adventurers at the same time.
The cooking temperature can easily be regulated thanks to the different length of the hooks and the
height-adjustable grilling grate. The Fire Bridge on four support legs is assembled and also disassembled
in no time after having cooled down.

Safety instructions
Only use the Fire Bridge outdoors and follow the instructions below to prevent any danger:
• Comply with fire safety regulations if you wish to use the Fire Bridge over an open fire and show
consideration to the plant and animal life, nature reserves, and your fellow human beings (especially
children) when using the product outdoors.
• Attention, risk of injury! Wear safety gloves and appopriate clothes when assembling and disassembling the Fire Bridge. Avoid wearing long, loose sleeves! They easily catch fire.
• Caution! Risk of burns! The Fire Bridge can become extremely hot when being used over open fire.
Do not move the Fire Bridge while it is being used or when it is hot and wait until the Fire Bridge has
completely cooled down before disassembling it. Always wear heat-resistant gloves when moving
and adjusting the hooks to suspend cookware or the grilling grate.
• Check the condition of the ground surface before using the Fire Bridge and ensure its steady stand
during use. Sandy ground, loose forest soil, or a slippery surface are not suitable to use the Fire Bridge
on, as the support legs may sink in or slip unevenly when the crossbar is loaded.
• Risk of injury! Always comply with the maximum load of the crossbar and avoid one-sided loads.
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• Never leave the Fire Bridge unattended while it is being used over the fire. Watch over children and
animals close to the Fire Bridge.
• The warranty does not cover improper use or misuse of your Petromax Fire Bridge. Such use invalidates the warranty.

Parts description and scope of delivery
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1 x crossbar with suspension for support legs
4 x support legs with eyelets
2 x chains for grilling grate suspension
1 x grilling grate
2 x hooks for grilling grate suspension (h1)
3 x hooks for cookware (h2, h3, h4)
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Technical details
material of Fire Bridge

steel, powder-coated

material of grilling grate

steel, chrome-plated

overall height of assembled Fire Bridge

43 in

overall weight

35 lb

length of crossbar

45 in

length of support leg

22.5 in

maximum length of chain for grilling grate

25 in

dimensions of grilling grate

15.4 x 15.4 in

length of hooks (h1) for grilling grate

5 in

length of hooks for cookware

h2: 8 in / h3: 13 in / h4: 17 in

maximum load of Fire Bridge

154 lb

Assembly
Assemble the Fire Bridge before starting the fire.
1. Hold the crossbar (1) horizontally and insert the four support legs (2) on both sides into the prepared
indentations. Make sure that the opening of the indentations is pointing outwards.

The Fire Bridge is assembled best with a partner, but also possible when alone.
2. Make sure that the four support legs are well connected with the crossbar and that the Fire Bridge
stands straight and stable on the ground.
3. Insert the ends (3) of the two chains into the four pre-drilled holes at the four edges of the grilling
grate (4).
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4. Connect both hooks for suspension (5) to the crossbar and suspend the grilling grate from the chains.
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5. Afterwards, attach the three hooks for cookware (6) to the crossbar as you wish.

Tips for use and disassembly
Always comply with the crossbar's maximum load of 154 lb when cooking with several cast-iron Dutch
Ovens and kettles. For disassembly, you have to first remove all hooks and the grilling grate from the
crossbar. Then, hold the crossbar horizontally and remove the four support legs, one after another.

Care and storage
Due to the heat of the fire during use, changes in the coating of the Fire Bridge may occur (color,
characteristics, structure etc.). Also scratches or flaking are possible when moving the hooks for cookware as well as when repeatedly assembling and disassembling the Fire Bridge. This is normal and
not a defect of the product. In general, the Fire Bridge does not require any special care. Soot can be
removed with water and a soft cloth, if necessary. The grilling grate can be cleaned with water and
a mild detergent. Dry thoroughly after cleaning. To maintain the coating of the Fire Bridge as long
as possible, grease crossbar and hooks regularly after use. Please do not use cooking oil as this has
a short life. Always store the Fire Bridge in a dry place.

Warranty
In case of proper use, a warranty period of two years will apply to the Fire Bridge from the date of
purchase. Please note that using the Fire Bridge can modify the coating (color, characteristics, etc.) due
to the heat of the fire. This cannot be avoided and is not a defect. If you cannot properly use the Fire
Bridge due to a defect in material or workmanship, you are entitled to a warranty repair. Contact your
dealer for that purpose.

Service
If you have questions or if you need additional information, please let us now. You can contact our
customer service via email at: service@petromax.com.

Suitable Petromax products for your Petromax Fire Bridge you can find online at
www.petromax.com
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Petromax offers many more products suitable for your Fire Bridge

Dutch Oven ft1-ft18

Petromax Ring Cake Pan with Tarte Case Lid

Petromax Tea and Coffee Percolator "Perkomax"

Teakettle tk2
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More products online: www.petromax.de

Petromax Fire Plunger

BBQ and Coal Tong za1 | za2

Aramid Pro 300 Gloves
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Petromax Inc.
2500 Wilcrest
Suite 300
Houston 77042
USA
 +18323844074
 info@petromax.de
 www.petromax.de
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